
Intel Enabled Applications Featured at Supercomputing 2016 

SC16 brings into sharp focus the powerful impact HPC is having on 
everything from science and research to startups and vertical industries. 
HPC-class performance, systems, applications, and tools are more accessible 
and time to results faster than ever before.  

Machine learning, software-defined infrastructure, visualization, analytics, IoT, simulation and modeling, DNA 
sequencing, and molecular imaging are just some of the use cases where HPC and supercomputing are both 
enabling and accelerating innovation.  

We’ve collected some of our favorite SC16 highlights to share what’s new and what’s next. Click to view!  

 

The Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor  
Takes Software to New Levels 

The University of Pisa Simplifies with  
Intel® HPC Orchestrator 

Intel® HPC Orchestrator Eases  
Software Stack Integration 

NERSC Pushes the Limits of Discovery 

"Futureproof" Your Code with the Intel Xeon 
Phi 

Intel Code Modernization Benefits Life 
Sciences 

Modern Code Critical to New HPC Architectures  Bridges Supercomputer* Code Modernization 

Altair RADIOSS* Speeds Time-To-Market with  
Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor 

CST* Increases Simulation Performance with  
Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor 

 

  

https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/43/93/Xeon Phi KNL Marketing Guide_Enabled SW Apps_Public4.pdf#page=48
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/43/93/Xeon Phi KNL Marketing Guide_Enabled SW Apps_Public4.pdf#page=25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZWy4PWPoVc
https://youtu.be/Nq3TY8fyLGY
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/high-performance-computing/hpc-orchestrator-overview.html
https://youtu.be/8hOljFO1a5k
https://youtu.be/BTi4Vl3cvNI
https://youtu.be/x5ndypIkOn0
https://youtu.be/QKl5dLyVllY
https://youtu.be/xk7tI5JZYlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2V-m95tveks&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtFUsShKUO4&feature=youtu.be
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/43/93/Xeon Phi KNL Marketing Guide_Enabled SW Apps_Public4.pdf#page=27
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/43/93/Xeon Phi KNL Marketing Guide_Enabled SW Apps_Public4.pdf#page=33


  

 

 

  

  

 

 

For more information, see: 
 Intel.com/HPC 
 Intel.com/XeonPhi 
 Intel.com/DataCenter 
 Software.Intel.com/ModernCode 
 @IntelHPC 
 @IntelSoftware 

 
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and 
MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the 
results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance 
of that product when combined with other products. For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance    
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http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/high-performance-computing/server-reliability.html?utm_source=Intel+eCollateral+SC16&utm_medium=website&utm_term=Enabled+applications&utm_campaign=SSG-DRD+assets+SC16
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/xeon-phi-detail.html?utm_source=Intel+eCollateral+SC16&utm_medium=website&utm_term=Enabled+applications&utm_campaign=SSG-DRD+assets+SC16
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/it-management/intel-it/it-managers.html
https://software.intel.com/en-us/modern-code
https://twitter.com/intelhpc
https://twitter.com/intelsoftware
http://www.intel.com/performance
http://dap.xeonphi.com/
https://itpeernetwork.intel.com/incredible-machine-learning-advancements-made-possible-by-intel-qct-the-viscovery-use-case/
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/43/93/Xeon Phi KNL Marketing Guide_Enabled SW Apps_Public4.pdf
https://software.intel.com/en-us/xeon-phi/x200-processor
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/high-performance-computing/hpc-xeon-phi-technology-brief.html
https://www-ssl.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/advancing-heart-simulation-study.html
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/23/03/dyna-more-brief-v4.pdf
https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/23/03/dyna-more-brief-v4.pdf

